**IRAN AND THE MAGIC LANTERN**

By Adel Al-Qusheem

I believe that no country in our Arab and Islamic world is safe from the lion that has escaped from the cage of international law. The beast has been hunting for a long time and has even executed its dangerous crimes. Iran has found no effective barrier to stop it from spreading its poison.

The lion has been attacking many governments in the form of terrorist sleeper cells in Qatif and Ehsaa in addition to plants that are far away from Iran's borders. I mean the lion is currently reaching Kuwait, then reach Saudi Arabia. This is a reality that can be seen in the regional political arena.

Finally, one should not forget to condole Arabs for their deep crises in the region with the ultimate goal of dominating the region, and with all its powers to open new foreign fronts and create political crises in the region with the ultimate goal of dominating the region, and with all its powers to open new foreign fronts and create political crises in the region. This danger lies in the fast spread of IS and unexpected gains it has achieved on the ground in both Iraq and Syria despite the war.
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